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1. Introduction 
 
Budgeting is a really important part of being an effective business, and there are three 
main areas to consider: 
 

1. Budgeted profit & loss (income & expenditure) 
 
 

2. Budgeted cash flow 
 
 

3. Stock and purchasing budgets 
 
 
 
But first, let us look at the basic principles of a budget – and indeed, why should we 
bother to budget at all? 
 
 
2. Why Budget? 
 
Budgets are often misconstrued as being simply a sales target to achieve in a month 
and/or year, but to set (and use!) a budget for an organisation – any organisation, 
whatever the size and structure – is much more than this. 
 
Think about your own home circumstances. You probably do not sit down and write 
down a budget for your own home, but you probably do make decisions based on what 
you think will happen to your bank balance during the year. 
 
If you did do a household budget, you would probably start by estimating how much 
income will come into the house during the year – wages plus any other income if there 
is any. 
 
Then you would look at the main forms of expenditure going out: 

• Rent or mortgage 
• Utility bills 
• Food shopping 
• Clothes  
• Car costs 
• Holidays 

 
Now if you compare the income to the expenditure, you will notice one of two possible 
outcomes – 
 

1. The income is more than the expenditure 
2. The income is less than the expenditure 
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If you choose not to do this exercise at all, you may find that your bank statements go 
into the red, your credit card balance rises, your lights go out…. who knows?!! 
 
The simple fact is that your personal finances require an element of control and ‘mental 
budgeting’ - to make sure your spending is not out of control. If things are going badly, 
you have to react accordingly – holiday money, redecorating, or something will have to 
give. 
 
And this is exactly what we are trying to achieve when we put together a budget for your 
enterprise. 
 
First we look at the expected money coming in – mainly money coming in the till. 
 
Then we look at all of the expenses going out – be it to pay for product or pay the other 
bills. 
 
Comparing these estimates will show whether we think the year will show a profit, or a 
loss.  By extending this to a cash flow budget, we can see how we expect our bank 
balance to look each month.  
 
And this will be something worth looking at. It will show us whether we are going to meet 
any problems paying the bills on time. 
 
In tough times, it will show us just how careful we need to be with our costs. In good 
times, it will give us the confidence we need to invest in fixtures or extra marketing. 
 
So let’s look at a dummy budget. It is not terribly sophisticated – I have not linked it in 
with a balance sheet, and have ignored a few areas in order to keep it simple – that way 
we get a good idea of where we are going without getting too bogged down in detail.  
Better to have a simple model that you can use and understand, that a highly complex 
one that is 5% more accurate but you just don’t use because it takes so long and you 
don’t really understand it! 
 
3. The Budgeted Profit and Loss 
 
This may look like a huge volume of numbers, but a great many of them are very easy to 
put together.  
 
The key to an accurate budget is good data on which to rely, so the better you 
understand your income and expenditure now, the better you will be able to budget. 
 
Let us go through the different sections one by one, with a view to seeing how we might 
get at the numbers. 
 
3.1 Sales 
 
Setting an accurate, realistic sales budget is key to the whole process. It is easy to be a 
bit optimistic here to make it work – don’t be tempted! This is simply kidding yourself and 
will lull you into a false sense of security. 
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To estimate your monthly sales – start with the sales you made each month for the last 
few years (if you don’t have them, you’ll have to estimate on gut feel – this is why good 
data is so important). 
 
Please note that sales should be excluding VAT. Get into the habit of recording all sales 
and expenses excluding VAT. Allow for some inflationary growth, but don’t assume too 
much. 
 
Looking at last year’s actual sales for each month, try to spend a little time thinking about 
the following three questions-  
 

1. Were there any exceptional factors that influenced last year’s sales (for good or 
bad)? – an author event/signing, terrible weather, Tim Henman reaching the 
Wimbledon final…. 

2. Are there any factors you know of that will impact on this year's sales? An extra 
public holiday, a world cup, a great new biography coming out in July…. 

3. Consider the number of trading days and Saturdays in each month – this year 
and last year - and the timing of Easter – as these will have an impact on your 
sales. 

 
Now you are in a position to estimate your sales for each month next year. If your sales 
are growing each year by 5%, then you may choose to build that into your estimates. But 
be as realistic as you possibly can. 
 
3.2 Gross Profit 
 
Once you have estimated your sales, you have to apply a gross profit margin. Look at 
your history, and use that to estimate the margin going forward.  
 
Again – be realistic here. If your stock is full of old, dead titles valued at full cost, then the 
reality is that you will have to lose some of your gross profit at some point by selling 
them off cheap.  
 
Many retailers that have come into difficulty have a large volume of terrible stock that 
they have valued at full cost in their accounts. It is a real blow to the owners when the 
liquidated value of the stock is far less than they thought, so if you know that you have 
some clearing out to do, over and above the norm, then take this into consideration 
when setting your budgeted gross profit. 
 
Gross profit margin (the %) can rise in the Christmas trading period – as the proportion 
of higher margin product (cards & gift product) increases. However, you don’t 
necessarily need to budget for this change – an average margin for the year will suffice. 
 
This section of the budget also includes your budgeted stock levels for the year. 
 
3.4 Overheads 
 
Now it is time to go through the overheads to estimate your annual and monthly costs. 
Some of these are much easier and fixed than others – rent for example is easy to pin 
down – unless you have a rent review due – in which case use a best estimate. 
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The overhead categories on the enclosed budget are suggestions only – use whatever 
works best for you – ideally tying in with the format of your annual accounts to help you 
look back at actual spending in previous years. 
 
Again there is a balance here – too much detail and you’ll spend too long both budgeting 
and recording – too little detail with broad headings and the value and accuracy of the 
budgets will start to suffer. 
 
Having established your overhead categories, fill in the figures as best you can. Use a 
mix of experience – what did you spend last year – and any knowledge that you have 
about the year ahead that might influence that spending in the year ahead. Remember 
not to include the VAT if you are able to claim it back. 
 
Once again – be realistic. Don’t budget to spend less this year unless you know how you 
will be able to do that. Recognise that some costs will rise with inflation. Others such as 
water, electricity and gas are currently going up by significantly more than inflation. 2005 
will see a revaluation of the rateable value of properties, so there is more uncertainty 
than usual on what our rates bills will be. 
 
Some areas of expenditure will be fairly evenly spread out over the year, whilst others 
may be specific to a particular month. 
 
Note that the budgeted profit & loss is assuming an ‘accruals’ basis of accounting. Under 
this method, for example, one month’s rent has been applied to each month’s P&L, even 
if it is paid quarterly. You will see later that we have to adjust for this type of spending on 
the cash flow to reflect when the cash is actually paid out.  
 
If your accounts are prepared on a ‘cash’ basis, then you can just put the quarter’s rent 
in the months that it gets paid out. 
 
You may need some assistance with this element of the budget, as well as the 
‘depreciation’ line. The person that prepares your accounts should be able to help you 
with this. 
 
Once you have entered all of the costs onto your P&L, it is a good idea to go back to 
your last set of accounts and compare the various components of the budget to the 
actual results you are used to achieving. If there are big difference, for good or bad, you 
need to understand why they are different – or check to see if you have missed 
something. 
 
4. Budgeted Cash Flow 
 
Once you are happy with your budgeted profit & loss, you have now done much of the 
hard work. 
 
To get a budgeted cash flow, you need to estimate what your opening cash balance will 
be.  Then you can link in the money coming in (sales) and the money going out 
(purchases and overheads) from your budgeted P&L. (Exclude depreciation from this 
though). My model assumes that purchases are paid for in the 2nd month after purchase 
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(April purchases are paid in June) – that would be the case if you average 45 days 
credit. 
 
If your P&L above is on an accruals basis (eg your rent is showing in each month), you 
need to make an adjustment in the cash flow to reflect when you actually pay the money 
out.  This sort of adjustment may be necessary in the following areas: 

• Rent (if paid quarterly) 
• Rates (if not paid over 12 months) 
• Utility bills (if paid quarterly) 

 
Finally, add in a row for any capital expenditure you are planning – new shelves for 
example. 
 
You should now be able to arrive at an estimated cash balance for the end of each 
month.  
 
5. Interpreting your Budgets 
 
Once you have completed your first draft of the budgets, you need to look at the results 
that it gives you, and see if they make sense.   
 
Firstly, does it come out with a profit or loss in line with your ‘normal’ results for a year? If 
not, is the budget wrong or is there a known reason for the difference. 
 
If the resulting profit/loss looks about right, then you need to turn to the cash flow. You 
need to make sure that the cash balance either remains positive, or you have in place 
the facility to go overdrawn to that amount. If this is not the case, you need to reconsider 
your spending during the year – this is a real danger sign that you will run out of cash at 
some point during the year – this is what we are trying to avoid. Do not be tempted to 
inflate your sales to make it look OK – this is simply denial – very tempting – but very 
unhelpful. 
 
If there is a marked decline in cash from the start of the year to the end, then again, you 
need to understand why this is taking place. It may be that you have deliberately 
planned some spending on fixtures and your cash balance can take it. But if you are not 
sure why the cash balance is declining, look at the stock levels that you have budgeted 
for the year and see if they are budgeted to rise – you may need to think again. 
Likewise, you may need to examine the overheads – painful but sometimes necessary. 
 
At the end of the budgeting process, you need to end up with a budgeted profit and loss 
that you believe is realistic, and in line with your normal patterns of trade and previous 
trading results. The monthly cash balances need to be at levels that will enable you to be 
paying the bills, staff, rent etc on time without upsetting your bank manager or resorting 
to the credit card. 
 
6. Monitoring your performance against budget 
 
In completing a budget, in some senses you have done all the hard work.  However, if 
you now put it away in the drawer and forget about it until next year, then you will have 
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wasted your time.  As the year progresses, you need to constantly monitor how you are 
performing against the budget – for sales, gross profit, overheads, stock levels and cash 
flow.  
 
6.1 Sales 
It should be relatively easy to monitor your sales against budget for the month 
(remember to take out VAT). If sales are going to plan, great - if they are better than 
planned, don’t go crazy – but it may offer the opportunity to spend some more on fixtures 
or marketing than you had planned.  
 
If they are below budget for more than a month or two, you need to do something. It 
means that you are not getting as much money coming in as you thought you were. You 
need to make sure that your purchasing is lower, and may need to look at overheads or 
investment plans. A re-working of the budget may well help if things are way off 
expectations. 
 
If you see problems, you owe it to your business to act. Seek advice where you can to 
get through tough times. The earlier you see and react to problems falling of cash flow, 
the more likely you are to win the battle. This is such an important lesson – don’t  bury 
your head in the sand and end up with a failed businesses. 
 
6.2 Gross Profit 
 
You can only monitor your actual gross profit with a stocktake (unless you have a stock 
control system that gives you live stock valuation). For this reason, I would strongly 
encourage you to count your stock at least twice a year. At least you then have time to 
react half way through the year rather than get a shock at the end of the year. 
 
No one likes the extra effort involved in stocktaking, but it reveals a highly important 
piece of financial information. 
 
6.3 Overheads 
 
Ideally you want to monitor your overheads against budget each month, but that will 
depend on how routinely you analyse your costs. Quarterly is much better than annually. 
Even if you can only look at the major cost areas, it is much better to find out as the year 
goes on that spending is too high – rather than wait until the cash runs out. 
 
7. Budgeting for Stock and Purchasing 
 
Your business will pay more for stock than anything else each year, but often has less 
financial control over this than all of the other spending.  Whilst not a perfect science, 
there are ways of budgeting for stock and purchases that will highlight when your shop is 
starting to increase stock levels above how you planned. 
 
You will remember from earlier that we included a stock ‘closing balance’ as part of the 
gross profit margin. 
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In some ways there is nothing clever in this – it was simply 12 numbers typed 
in!.However, how you get those 12 numbers will require some thought. 
 
A good starting point will be looking at the stock valuation when you last counted stock. 
Try to remember whether the shop felt ‘well stocked’ then, or had lower stock on the 
shelves than you would have liked.  
 
Stock levels are likely to fluctuate during the year. A typical pattern will start the year with 
stock falling after the highs of Christmas trading – hopefully most of your Christmas 
stock was sold out by the end of December. January will hopefully see any remnants of 
Christmas stock sold off, and maybe you will have had the opportunity to have a sale to 
keep the dead stock moving out. Stock levels may rise slightly for Easter, but then 
typically fall for the quieter summer months until the Christmas stock start to arrive from 
August onwards. 
 
Build up a pattern of expected stock levels during the year for the budget – of course you 
will have to use an estimate for your opening stock so try to make it as accurate an 
estimate as you can. 
 
Once you have your estimated stock levels for the year, you can run the ‘stockturn test’ 
on the figures:- 
 
1. First, take the ‘Cost of Sales’ figure from the budgeted P&L. 
2. Calculate the average closing stock figure (the total of all 12 figures, divided by 12). 
3. Divide the cost of sales by the average stock figure. 
 
On our budget examples, the average stock figure calculates to be £33,000. 
Our cost of sales figure was £83,790. 
 
So our budgeted stockturn is £83,790    =   2.54 
    £33,000 
 
You will remember that we said that for a small shop, you should aspire to a stockturn of 
about 3.  Now that is not always possible, or may take a year or two to get to – but it is at 
least something you can use as a target. 
 
If you feel that your stockturn is too low, hone your budget over the course of the year to 
bring it more in line. You will still need to increase stock in the autumn, but maybe by a 
little less than originally planned.  
 
So - once these stock budgets are set for the year, you need a mechanism for 
monitoring them and producing a purchasing budget each month. 
 
8. Monitoring stock levels and purchasing 
 
Obviously, no one would relish the thought of counting their stock every month, and yet, 
having set a month-by-month stock budget, we need to be able to monitor how we are 
doing compared to that budget. 
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And so we need a mechanism for estimating stock levels each month. Whilst not 100% 
accurate, we can use an estimate that will be good enough for controlling stock between 
counts. It does rely on one important piece of information that you may or may not be 
keeping at present – a goods-in book, which records the value of the stock you receive 
into the shop. This should also record returns as ‘negative’ goods in. 
 
The golden rule in making this calculation is that you are dealing with stock at cost. Your 
starting point will be a stocktake.  To calculate your next month-end’s stock value, you 
need to do the following calculation: 
 
Eg to calculate stock value at 31st January: 
 

1. Take your opening stock value (eg 1st January’s stocktake)  £32,345 
 

2. Add the value at cost of your goods-in (less any returns)  £4,227 
(Remember – this should be at cost – not retail value) 

 
3. Deduct the cost of the goods you sold in January 

To estimate this, takes the month’s sales figure (excluding VAT) 
multiply it by 100 minus your budgeted gross profit margin 
and divide it by 100 
 
ie if your sales for Jan were £8,412 and your budgeted GP is 33.5%, 
 
Cost of goods sold = 8,412   x    (100 - 33.5)      =  £5,594 
           100 
 

 
So your estimated stock at 31 Jan = 22,345  +  4,227  -  5,594 = £30,978
 
This may sound a bit complicated first time through, but all you are doing is taking your 
known stock level, adding to this the stock you have purchased, and taking off the stock 
you have sold. 
 
Whilst not 100% accurate, this is a reasonable estimate for the stock value each month. 
A mid-year stock count will give you another accurate point, as well as show you how 
good your estimates have been so far. This does rely on well-kept ‘Goods-In’ records, 
but is well worth the effort. 
 
You can now compare the Jan 31 stock figure to your budgets – and act accordingly.  
Overstocked? Trim your buying in February. Understocked? If sales have been going 
OK then you can probably afford to buy a little more in February. 
 
9. Purchasing Budget 
 
A purchase budget takes our calculations in the last section just one stage further. It can 
seem little complicated, but if you follow these simple steps, it can be a really useful tool 
each month. 
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Now that we have calculated the stock figure for 31 January, we can calculate your 
purchase budget for February. 
 
We know that our sales budget in February is £8,000 (at retail prices). With our gross 
profit at 33.5%, the budget shows that the cost of these budgeted sales is £5,320. We 
also know that at the end of the month, we are budgeted to have £30,000 of stock in the 
shop. 
 
So how much can we purchase during February? 
 

1. To calculate this, start off with the budgeted closing stock  £30,000 
 

2. Add the budgeted cost of sales for February      £5,320 
 

3. Deduct our 31st January stock figure.        £30,978 
 

This gives you your purchase budget for February     £4,342
 
 
9.1 Using your purchasing budget 
 
Once you have your purchase budget for the month, you can keep a running total on 
your Goods-in book, to see how your buying through the month is going. If you have 
spent 75% of the month’s budget by the middle of the month, then you need to be 
careful for the last two weeks! 
 
Always try to anticipate goods coming that will use up your purchase budget – dated 
material coming every quarter, promotional scale-outs will obviously have an impact. 
 
The real strength of this purchase budget system is that if you over-spend, or under-
spend in one month, then it automatically adjusts your target for the next month to get 
you back on track with budgeted stock levels. Of course there will always be exceptions 
– events, unexpected extra promotional opportunities etc. and if a month’s sales are 
going really well, then it makes sense that you will need to purchase more to replenish 
that stock. 
 
10. Conclusion 
 
This may seem like a lot of detailed work in this session, but don’t panic! In many ways, I 
have shown the ideal, and realise that it may take some time to build up some of these 
tools. That is fine. The main thing is to see what you are doing at the moment, and then 
see if there is something in this session that you could add to your shop to help budget a 
little better. It could take a few years to get some of these things in place – but at least 
start the process, step-by-step, to head in the right direction. 
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